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In this study we examined the aquatic plant 
communities of Pine Lake using an approach popular 
in terrestrial plant ecology (Cornwall et al., 2006) but 
largely unprecedented under water. This approach 
measures plant species diversity and the 
corresponding functional traits of these species along 
environmental gradients in order to elucidate the role 
that habitat plays in shaping community composition. 
Compositional heterogeneity across habitats is 
referred to in ecology as β-diversity. We predicted 
there to be significant differences in species 
composition and trait diversity between  
communities in different categories within   
our environmental variables. 

Using SCUBA, we surveyed 160 points positioned among eight study sites 
throughout the lake. At each point, a 0.5 x 0.5 m sample quadrat was placed 
haphazardly. After species composition within each plot was recorded, a substrate 
sample was collected for subsequent lab analysis. Plant trait measurements were 
made on as many as 20 representative individuals according to the protocol of 
Cornelissen et al. (2003). 
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Pine Lake is a 256 acre, 115 foot-deep lake located in Chippewa and Rusk Counties, 
Wisconsin (Schmidt and Beuning, 2005). It has no inlets or outlets, thereby receiving 
all of its water from groundwater and surface runoff. A forested basin ensures that 
this runoff is slowed down in such a way that terrestrial and aquatic vegetation may 
absorb and utilize excess nutrients from agricultural and lawn fertilizers. This 
prevents the feeding of algal blooms which are both unsightly and hazardous to 
human health. As such, healthy aquatic plant communities are essential.  

Ordination diagrams 
are used to depict 
similarities between 
samples (depicted as 
grey dots) in 
multidimensional  
space. Two samples 
within close proximity  
in the ordination 
diagram are thus more 
similar in composition 
than two samples 
occurring  
far apart.  

Introduction and Objective 

Study Location 

Sampling Methods 

Data Analysis 

Using the program R, we first created two 
ordination diagrams: one using species 

composition, and the other using the multiple 
trait values for each individual species within the 
plot, according to that species’ abundance. These 
samples were then grouped based on categories 

within our environmental variables into polygons 
termed convex hulls. Larger hulls indicate greater 

β-diversity., and the size of hulls is quantified by 
the average distance from the edge of the hull to   

the center. An analysis of variance was then done 
between the  hull volumes to determine whether 

β-diversity differs significantly between 
categories of environmental variables.  

Results 

Sources Cited 

Functional traits 
are any 

characteristics that 
play a role in an 

organism’s 
ability to acquire 

resources, persist,  
and reproduce. 

Specific leaf area 
(area/mass)  

for example, is 
relevant to a  

plant’s ability to 
capture sunlight.  

Environmental Variables 

 

• Depth (m) 

• Exposure (rated on a scale 1-3) 

• Substrate organic matter (%) 

 

Functional Traits 

 

• Height (cm) 

• Specific leaf area (cm2/g) 

• Whole-plant dry matter (%) 

Figure 1. Principal coordinates analysis ordination based on 

species abundance-weighted multiple trait values (top) and 

species abundance (bottom). Outlined in the top diagram 

are the hull volumes for depth zones, and in the bottom 

diagram the hull  volumes for categories of organic matter. 

The red dots at the centers of these hull volumes represent 

the average of the hull, termed centroid. 

Also, because there are no existing protocol for trait measurement of aquatic plants, 
future studies could refine and modify the methods used here. Delicate species such 
as those in the genus Potamogeton (Pondweed) may require special attention.  

Interpretation 

Significantly (p<0.001) higher 
trait and species β-diversity in 

depth zone A 

Significant (p<0.001) 
differences in community 

composition across categories 
of  substrate organic matter 

Species β-diversity differs 
significantly (p<0.001) 
between categories of 

exposure, differences in trait 
β-diversity marginally 

significant (p<0.07) 

Low habitat filtering at shallow depths 
exhibited by the broad range of traits. 

Habitats at depth correspond to a 
narrower range of traits due to the strong 

(and probably dominant) filter  
that low light availability places on 

potential occupants. 

May ultimately be a product of depth,  
as it is correlated with substrate organic 

matter. Also may be explained by 
differences in the rooting of plants, since 

high-organic, silt substrates may be 
difficult for tall plants to root in. 

As expected, exposure to wave action  
does act as a habitat filter for species.  

Deep points that are actually unexposed 
regardless of shoreline exposure may  

have skewed results. 


